We study the restrictions of simple modules of Ariki-Koike algebras H m (v) 
Introduction
In 1994, Ariki (1) n?1 .
One striking fact about this formula is that i and j play symmetric roles, which means that the number of simple H m (i)-modules satisfying the condition JS(j) is the same as the number of simple H m (j)-modules satisfying the condition JS(i).
This result motivates a deeper study of the sets of multipartitions Y( j ; and n?i . We then apply this construction in the case of a fundamental weight j = j and thereby obtain the desired characterisation. The paper is divided into two main parts. The rst one, Section 2, is devoted to the calculation of branching functions using the combinatorics of paths and multipartitions. Since this language is probably not familiar to many readers interested in AK-algebras, we feel it appropriate to explain it in some detail. Thus, Sections 2.1 and 2.2 are almost entirely expository, our main references being 6] and 16]. In 2.1, we review the Fock space representations and their q-deformations, and describe how the vertices of the crystal graph of V ( ) may be labelled using either unrestricted paths or their corresponding highestlift multipartitions. In 2.2, we use crystal basis theory to identify some speci c classes of paths, called restricted paths, whose generating functions are the branching functions. We also introduce the corresponding restricted multipartitions. Section 2.3 deals with the involution ] and Section 2.4 contains the description of Y( j ; i ) obtained via ].
The second part, Section 3, deals with AK-algebras. Section 3.1 introduces, following 4, 2, 3], the Ariki-Koike algebra and provides a realisation of it as a quotient of the a ne Hecke algebra. Section 3.2 recalls the basic tools and results of the representation theory of AK-algebras, including the de nition of the k-restriction operators and the statement of Ariki's theorem. Finally, in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, we present our results on the generalised JS-problem and interpret the combinatorial theorems of 2.3 and 2.4 in this context. f r u = X = = r u ; (1) e r u = X = = r u ; (2) c u = u ; (3) d u = ?N 0 ( )u ; (4) where N 0 ( ) is the number of 0-nodes of .
The level l action of b sl n on F( ) is obtained by taking the tensor product of these level 1 actions in the standard way. The natural basis of F( ) consists of the monomial It follows from (1), (2) , (3) and (4), that for all , u is a weight vector of F( ) of weight wt ( ), where we de ne
and where N r ( ) is the total number of r-nodes of .
Let u ; denote the vacuum vector of F( ), that is, the vector labelled by the empty multipartition. It is clear that u ; is a highest weight vector of F( ) of weight . The submodule U( b sl n ) u ; is isomorphic to V ( ). In 6], an explicit basis of this submodule was constructed using combinatorial objects called paths. These we now describe.
Let A + l = f P n?1 i=0 a i i j a i 2 N; P a i = lg denote the set of weights of the lth symmetric power of C n (considered as an b 
for k large enough, p k = v 0 +k + + v l?1 +k .
Condition ( (9) This is in fact a nite sum since, by condition (7) above, k = k for k large enough. To describe the action of U q ( b sl n ) requires some notation. First we colour the nodes of as before, lling the node of (j) which lies on the ith row and the kth column with r = (k?i+v j ) mod n. We write = = r to indicate that the multipartition is obtained from by adding a node with colour r. In this case, we say that = is a removable rnode of or an addable r-node of . With each removable or addable r-node of , there The remaining nodes are called the normal r-nodes of . The node corresponding to the leftmost R is termed a good removable r-node and that corresponding to the rightmost A is termed a good addable r-node (note that there is at most one of each). In the example above, the removal procedure rst disposes of R 1;0 A 4;1 and R 4;0 A 7;0 , and then disposes of R 1;1 A 10;2 so that A ?8;0 A ?5;0 R ?2;0 remains. Therefore has a good addable node on the ?5 diagonal of (0) and a good removable node on the ?2 diagonal of (1) . In the case of 0-nodes and 2-nodes, we rst obtain the sequences A respectively. Thus has a good addable 0-node on the ?6 diagonal of (1) , but no good removable 0-node, and a good addable 2-node on the 2 diagonal of (0) and a good removable 2-node on the 8 diagonal of (1) .
Theorem 2. It was proved in 6, 16] If we make the convention to align the partitions so that the rst rows beginning with a node of colour 0 are adjacent to one another, then the rst condition means that the lengths of adjacent rows should not increase from left to right across the diagram. The second condition can be similarly checked by putting a copy of (0) on the right, but raised n rows.
Given two multipartitions , , we say that is higher than if We end this section by stating several useful results concerning -paths and highest-lift multipartitions. We rst give a direct characterisation of highest-lift multipartitions. It is shown in Appendix A that this characterisation is equivalent to that of 16].
Proposition 2.11 Let be a cylindrical multipartition of highest weight . Then 2 Y( ) if and only if for all k > 0, among the colours appearing at the right ends of the length k rows of , at least one element of f0; 1; : : : ; n ? 1g does not occur. We immediately see that this is a cylindrical multipartition. To check that it is a highestlift multipartition, we rst note that 0 does not occur at the end of a row of length 1.
There are no rows of length 2, 3, 5, 6, and k for k > 10 and so nothing to check in these cases. For rows of length 4, 7, 8, 9, and 10, we see that, for example, 1, 0, 0, 1 and 3 respectively do not occur. Thus our example is also highest-lift.
The following relations between a -path and its highest-lift are also proved in Appendix A. We introduce some notation. On the other hand, we can check that the 9th and 10th columns of contain 8 nodes with colours 0; 0; 0; 1; 1; 2; 3; 3.
Finally, we recall how to use paths or highest-lifts to compute the length of a string of the crystal graph of V q ( ). Let b 2 B( ) and let " r (b) (resp. ' r (b)) denote the greatest integer k such thatẽ k r (b) 6 = 0 (resp.f k r (b) 6 = 0). When b is identi ed with 2 Y( ) or p 2 P( ), we write as well " r (b) = " r ( ) = " r (p) and ' r (b) = ' r ( ) = ' r (p). Given = P j j j 2 A + l , we put^ = P j j j 2 P + l . For A = P 
From now on, we x positive integers l 0 ; l 00 , l = l 0 + l 00 , and weights 0 2 P + l 0 , 00 2 P + l 00 and 2 P + l . We de ne the branching function b 0 00(z) = X k z k c ?k 0 00 : (20) Let us identify the crystal basis B( 00 ) with the set P( 00 ) of 00 -paths, as explained in Since fp ? 0 j p 2 P( 0 ; 00 )g P( 00 ), we can associate to the restricted path p 2 P( 0 ; 00 ) the highest-lift multipartition (p ? 0 ), that we also denote by (p), with a slight abuse of notation. Similarly, write`(p) =`(p ? 0 ) and call it the length of p 2 P( 0 ; 00 ). Of course, one may use paths instead of multipartitions to obtain the same results.
When 0 or 00 is a fundamental weight, there is also a closed formula for b 0 ; 00(z) in terms of theta-functions (see below, Section 3.3). From Theorem 2.23, this multipartition must have 3 rows of length 9, with left end of colour 0, 1 and 1. These can only be placed as the rst rows of the 3 partitions in one way so as to obtain a cylindrical multipartition: two in the rst partition and one in the second. Next, a row of length 8, beginning with colour 0 can only be placed in the second partition to obtain a cylindrical multipartition. Proceeding in this way, distributing the rows in order of decreasing length, we obtain the following multipartition One can check that, for each k, the colours of the leftmost nodes of the rows of length k are the n-complements of those of the rightmost nodes of the rows of length k in . 
In fact,Ĥ m (v) may equally be de ned as the associative algebra generated by T 1 ; : : : ; T m?1 and y 1 , subject to the relations (25) (26) (27) (33) plus relation (31) 
where i is the transposition exchanging x i and x i+1 and i is the isobaric divided di erence 
Representation theory
The representation theory of H m (v) has been studied in 4, 2]. We rst have the following criterion of semi-simplicity. In the semisimple case, the irreducible representations have been constructed, and we have: Once it is established that N 0 ( ) = E(p), we immediately obtain the desired result from the de nitions (5) and (10) 
